JABRA SPORT-CORDED
Corded stereo sports headset
Works with most phones (3.5 mm)

DATASHEET

EXERCISE WITH
MUSIC AND CALLS

High sound quality and ultimate
comfort – made for sport
The Jabra SPORT-CORDED is made to give you the
comfort you need to be able to listen to your music
or talk on your mobile phone while you walk, jog or
run to your own beat. The Jabra SPORT-CORDED
is ultra-light and easy to wear. With a choice of
Ultimate Comfort Eargels™ and a flexible behind-theear fit, it stays firmly and comfortably in place.
It’s also tough. With military grade rain, dust and
shock protection it is fit for any challenge, indoors
or outdoors. For more freedom while you exercise,
the Jabra SPORT-CORDED comes with an extension
cable. It also comes with a carrying case, for added
convenience.
With the Jabra SPORT-CORDED you get exceptional
music and call sound quality and a wind-shielded microphone. A control box right on the cord allows you
to control your music and calls with ease.

Reasons to choose the Jabra SPORT - CORDED
• Secure and comfortable fit during workouts
• Rain, dust and shock protection.
US Military standard
• Powerful speakers ensure high quality sound

Endomondo

Sports Tracker app.
Your personal trainer on-the-go
* Phone dependent

WWW.JABRA.COM/SPORT-CORDED

LEARN
MORE!
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Quick Start Guide
H

Welcome to Jabra SPORT – CORDED – the ultimate sports
headset that integrates supreme sound and a secure fit with a
design that moulds to the ear.

A Left and right headphone

E 4-pole, gold plated 3,5mm plug

B Ultimate Comfort Eargels™

F Phone adaptor

C Control box with Multi-function button and wind-noise

G Clothing Clip

D Volume control box

2 Wearing style
Each Jabra ear piece is ergonomically designed to mold to your
ear and to fit either your left or right ear. To ensure optimal
comfort and sound, follow the instructions:
2A
		
		
		

Place each ear piece so the speaker is in front of the ear
canal and the ear hook wraps snugly around the back of the
ear. Please note, that the earhooks are bendable and adjust
able to ensure the best possible fit and comfort.

H Extension Cable
I Carrying case

Features and Specifications
1.

Secure and adjustable behind-the-ear headset made
for sports

2.

3 different pairs of Ultimate Comfort Eargels™ for optimal
fit and comfort

3.

Military Grade Rain, Dust and Shock protection
(US MIL-STD-810G)

2b The loop eargel has to point towards the Jabra logo

4.

1 extension cable included – adjust your cord length

3 		 The eargels can be adjusted so they make for a personal fit
		 just for you

5.

Carrying case included

4 		 Jabra SPORT – CORDED is ready for action

6.

Microphone wind-noise protection

7.

Cable length: 1330 mm (including extension cable)

8.

4-pole, gold plated 3,5mm plug

9.

Listen to music and talk. Answer/end calls, skip track

2B How to change eargels:
1 		 Take off the eargel
2a The pointy eargel has to point away from the Jabra logo

10. Phone adapter for most Nokia, Samsung & Sony Ericsson
phones with 3.5mm plug
11. Weight: 30 grams (with extension cable)
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1. Control box
Use the control box to play and pause your music, answer and
end phone calls, skip tracks, and control the volume of your
music and calls.

